TAG Galactic System
of Transformation and Healing

TAG Matrix I Clearing Protocol

Setting Intention and space
Your First Step is to set intention, design the space and invite quality and elements into
your TAG healing space and healing session. This is what has been set in place for the
TAG work from the early 1990's. You can read through them, anchor them for yourself,
and then it will foundation the shorter space setting that I have suggested in this course.

A. I call for all appropriate Beings of healing and guidance to be present. The causal
teams of any entities of Light stuck within this area are to move them into Realms of
Light.
B. This area is filled with the Light and Frequencies of the Original Divine Families'
agendas and cocooned within the White Light .
C. This is done in appreciation, meekness, unconditional love, and with the Soul's
permission.
D. I command that a vibrational energy grid be created from the Harmonics of the Star
families' be activated around the individuals involved in the TAG process at this time.
This energy field is to be most supportive during this clearing for the soul's Highest
Good.
E. My commitment from this day forward and forever is to work with embodied and
disembodied individuals who have the authority and commitment to transform
distortions until wholeness stands revealed for this planet.
F. My commitment is to work with Sananda, the TAG, PTO, SRR teams, my personal
teams of healing and guidance within the collective of all committed to Higher Levels
of sovereignty and Good.
G. I am committed to total wholeness at a touch or word. I will be using the Crown
Chakra as the touch point.
H. With the power and authority coming for Mission assignment, Divine agenda's and
the Unlimited Home/Source, I command that all distortions be eliminated now from
this individual beginning with the TAG processes.
I. I work with the authority and consciousness from the Infinite Spiritual Realm and in
cooperation with all higher vibrational beings for the revealing of truth.
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J. We work with the overseer and protector of this conscious system in affecting
change.
K. All energies of Light created into forms are transmuted back to Sacred Energy with
boundaries to prevent duality. All energies of Domination are neutralized and moved
to their Home/Source.
L. The group is whole and individuals can celebrate.
M. This individual is surrounded with the triple cocoon, hazmat shield or absorbent
material, and TAG/PTO consciousness.
N. I call for the Chakra Mistress/Master to clear the chakra system of all stored,
distorted, energy. I ask that they be integrated, nourished, spun, and balanced
appropriately.
O. The Mistress/Master with authority to work with the energy grid of this individual is
requested to determine the appropriate energy level to clear and transmute all that
adversely affected his/her multiple dimensional energy fields, and maintain its
functioning at the level best for this individual.
P. All individuals connected to this Being by issue contracts are to be identified, cleared
with the same protocol as this client, be assigned a healing team, and moved by their
higher self and guides into energy spaces that will affect their total return to
wholeness. The contract cords are to be transmuted back to Light.
Q. All experiences, storage, programming, implanting, distortions or disruptions of any
kind that is related to cult subjugation experiences or choices are to be cleared with
specific care. There are to be armies of protection, healers to stabilize, self-destruct
energy to be neutralized, and full permission and request to carry out whatever is
deemed necessary by the Higher Self of this individual and those on the Healing
Team.
R. All work is to be done by the TAG Healing Collective, the PTO teams, SRR teams, and
those invited by these spiritual beings for the highest good and grace of this
individual.
S. I cut this individual, this room, myself, and all those to whom we are connected out
of the social web of mediocrity. I activate clearing, correction, and connection to
dissolve the remaining webs, clear throughout all bodies and reconnection of all
circuitries and systems to their intended perfection. I move all forward to the edge of
the imposed wall. With total protection and safety of the Sananda Group, I zip a door
in the wall, move all through, and zip the wall behind us. We are now under the
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concepts, laws, and mission of the Galactic Landscape. Evolution, nobility,
expansion, and greater good are supported in this Landscape.
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Requests of the TAG Matrix Level I Protocol
When you active this protocol at the Crown Chakra, the TAG Healing
Collective teams acts on these requests.
1. This work is done for this Being and for all to whom he/she is connected in
LOVE. All beings of control agendas are to be identified, neutralized, and moved
to their original Home/Source.
2. All energy pockets of stored negativity and Pandora points holding patterns and
contracts are to be identified and acted on as if they were individuals until
bedrock is met.
3. This is to be activated on all energy frequencies within this individual now.
4. All distorted energy and dysfunctional behavior is transmuted from:
a. Experiences
b. Belief structures
c. Reality structures
d. Karma
e. Evolved connective chords
f. Buried selves within inner earth beings
g. Taproots where distortions exist
h. Foreign and self-imposed implants in all
5. All inappropriate Beings are to be moved from this physical body into Realms of
Light by their Guides.
6. All karmic ties and completed contract cords are severed and transmuted within
all involved family relationships and all degrees of relationships as it applies to:
a. Belief structures
b. Reality structures
c. Karma
d. Evolved connective chords
e. Buried selves within inner earth beings
f. Taproots where distortions exist
g. Foreign and self-imposed implants in all
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7.

Fill all taproots within this individual with the clear energy of his/her Divine
Star family.

8.

All physical injuries, wounds, illnesses, trauma to be immediately healed in the
lifetime it is occurring both in the physical body and energy realm pattern of
that lifetime as it pertains to all of the above. Any reflected pain is to be
transmuted external to this individual's physical body. This is under the
command of a Healing master and completed in non-time.

9.

All distorted vibrations and dysfunctional patterns in the current physical body,
and in the current energy realm pattern as it pertains to the above, are to be
transmuted.

10. Sever all aspects dependent upon this Being's reflected Soul, transmute chords
in all. Individualize and empower each aspect.
11. All karmic ties and contract cords are severed and transmuted within every
Being as it pertains to all of the above.
12. All stuck entities related to the above process, or who are hitchhikers, must be
cleared with the TAG process and moved by their Guides into Realms of Light
now.
13. All implants from any source are to be identified and eliminated and the energy
that allowed them is to be transmuted.
14. All distorted energies in the physical or chakra organ system, and all outer
organ systems, are to be transmuted and each organ is to be integrated within
itself; harmonized, balanced, nourished, and integrated within the total
systems.
15. Activate the healthy, evolving DNA, the Light encoded filaments, and the
Blessings on Children.
16. Disarm and transmute any foreign implants. Identify, neutralize, and remove all
outsider's of domination and their implants.
17. Identify and heal the cause that made this client vulnerable for such implants or
hooks.
18. Dissolve all structures in process as it relates to this distorted energy reflections
and dysfunctional behavior that are now transmuted.
19. Move all consciousness of this Being into the Galactic Landscape of Star agenda
frequency, galactic history healing, and Earth mission purpose. Transmute any
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distortion, fill the harmonics of Star family agenda. Create an external lightning
rod to gather and dissolve all distorted energy while moving the source of those
distortions to their original Home/Source. Purify the space.
20. Return the reality of Divine Star Family agenda to the frequencies within the
physical realm with their true power, authority, and energy to manifest as
foundation in their totality now.
21. All dysfunctional distorted energy and dysfunctional behavior is transmitted
from:
a. Experiences
b. Belief structures
c. Reality structures
d. Karma
e. Evolved connective chords
f. Buried selves within inner earth beings
g. Taproots where distortions exist
h. Foreign and self-imposed implants in all
22. All karmic ties and completed contract cords are now severed and transmuted
within all involved family relationships and all degrees of relationships as it
applies to:
a. Experiences
b. Belief structures
c. Reality structures
d. Karma
e. Evolved connective chords
f. Buried selves within inner earth beings
g. Taproots where distortions exist
h. Foreign and self-imposed implants in all
23. Fill all taproots within this individual with the root’s clear energy.
24. All physical injuries, wounds, illnesses, and trauma are immediately healed in
the lifetime it is occurring both in the physical body and the energy realm
pattern of that lifetime as it pertains to all of the above. Any pain is to be
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transmitted external to the body. This is under the command of a Healing
Master and done instantly.
25. All distorted vibrations and dysfunctional behavior in the current physical body
and in the current energy realm pattern, as it pertains to the above, are now
transmuted.
26. All stuck entities related to the above processes, or who are hitchhikers, must be
cleared with the TAG process and moved by their Guides into Realms of Light
now. The Hitch hiker shield will instantly call in causal teams for any soul who
in within its range.
27. Dissolve all structures in process as it relates to distorted energy reflections and
dysfunctional behaviors that are now transmuted.
28. Guides are to clear all entities of this client in the energy realms/dimensions 1
through 8 that need only to be known with the TAG process and move them into
Realms of Light.
29. Cleanse, integrate, harmonize, balance, activate, and nourish all the organs in
the physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual bodies. Activate their
harmonizing, synergistic interrelationship.
30. Activate and adjust appropriate shields throughout the multiple dimensions of
this client's energy flow.
31. Cleanse and fill energy realms with Star Families' harmonics and seal them with
the Guardian Circle.
32. Cleanse, heal, and seal the energy fields, including the auric field.
33. Totally transmute distorted patterns in the energy fields and those now
manifested in the physical body. Reveal the wholeness they are now.
34. Identify all self-sabotage contracts and heal their source now.
35. Identify all contracts that hold dis-incarnated beings to this individual and heal
their source now.
36. Sever all karmic, completed contract cords and healed injury cords
immediately. Clear all Beings released in this process with the TAG
process and move them into Realms of Light.
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37. The frequencies of the Original codes held within Life Force as Water is now
broadcast within liquids of this body and space at intensities specified by this
individual's Healing Master.
38. All foreign and harmful elements are now removed from this physical body.
39. All diseased cells from negative birth patterns marked for removal are
transmuted immediately and totally from this physical body.
40. All cells manifested in this physical body are now immediately totally activated
to function in complete health according to their clear holographic pattern.
41. The Healing Master maintains a stabilization of this physical body and energy
fields.
42. The Healing Master sets and maintains an appropriate energy grid for this
physical body.
43. This wholeness is restored without physical pain.
44. The original disconnect that prevents accessing the core energy of self-identity
is to be rectified and strengthened to 100% functionality.
45. All circuits are to be plugged in between Energy Beings and this physical body.
46. There is to be an intensive, ongoing process of identifying Energy Pockets or
Pandora points, healing activating the TAG steps until there is bedrock through
the total being.
47. Activate the DNA blessing on this individual.
48. Activate and accelerate the healthy seeds within this Being now.
49. Activate the core clear energy and mission purpose within this Being now.
50. Please identify 100% of this Being’s consciousness that is contrary to the Reality
of abundance, peace, harmony, and joy. Move 100% of that consciousness into
that Reality according to the process outlines.
51. Activate the TAG process on all issues that have held this Being’s creative
consciousness into contrary realities.
52. Identify issues – conscious and unconscious – that reflect as dysfunctional
behavior. Use this individual as a touchpoint for:
a. Self
b. Family
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c. Any grid connections and interrelations
d. All injured and injuries connected with the issues
e. All Lightworkers
f. All choosing to wake up and create with clarity
53. Activate TAG every three minutes for one hour through all bodies of each Being
identified
54. Heal all injuries and transmute cords, contracts, and devices to Light.
55. Move 100% of all released consciousness into grid of new planet and galaxy and
continue refocusing during the one hour process.
56. Disconnect this Being from all gestalt/mass consciousness that is contrary to
the realities that are chosen.
57. All Beings who are not from agendas of Light are moved into their appropriate
place.
58. All healthy vibrations reflected this client's Star Family's nature of Good are to
be introduced at the dis-creation of this Being’s Higher Self, Guides, and healing
team members.
59. The pain level is to be maintained at no higher than 5.
60. An external system of vacuuming is to be put in place to remove all distorted,
dis-eased energy forms with speed and ease.
61. There are to be systems to stabilize as suicide energy, or desire to die energy is
transmuted. This comes from ritual abuse, intentional abuse, and inserted by
those creating the abuse as a personality aspect.
62. The core of whole energy patterns is to be activated, strengthened, and made
manifest:
a. Activate the TAG initial clearing as is outlined above.
b. Reconnect the energy system.
c. Identify and replace frayed lines.
d. Remove blocks to the divine energy flow within this individual.
e. Plug in all appropriate systems.
f. Turn switches on in most gentle, healthy manner.
g. Begin the energy flow through the system.
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h. Stabilize all energy bodies.
i. Remove all spastic beings within this individual’s total space.
j. Do Reality Shifts, individual, astrological, and TAG mass consciousness
release.
k. Maintain set point for each vibrational body at appropriate level.
l. Stabilize and protect this individual as desire-to-die and suicide-energies
are transmuted.
m. Disconnect all patterns with realities that affirm pain as the appropriate
common communication level and move into reality of celebrating
conversations.
n. Seal each vibrational body.
o. Activate the TAG clearing on the emotional, mental, physical, and DNA
manifestations of this individual.
p. Upgrade all events in process to this new level of choice and clarity.
q. Upgrade this individual’s life plane to this new level of choice and clarity.
63. Disconnect all creator/invader gods (akasha, elohim, and those unique to this
individual). All contracts of subjugation and control are to be TAG and
Transformed now.
64. Totally disconnect this individual from the 42nd dimension dysfunctionality
creation.
65. Do all appropriate adjustments on the 14th dimension holograph for this
individual’s divine blueprint.
66. Identify all individuals who are connected to this individual on any vibrational
level through real or perceived guilt or blame. Assign healers to those
individuals and activate the 3 levels of clearing on them to dissolve the contract
cords that have kept them connected to this individual.
67. Identify all self-created, inherited, or implanted reality taproots within this
individual and transmute the energy back to Universal Light.
68. Create all appropriate pathways in every vibrational body for the manifestation
of the new chosen realities from work during TAG level clearing.
69. Cut roots of all cell memory storage.
70. Transmute all inappropriate thought forms.
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71. Review Spiritual Council and replace any who no longer reflect this individual’s
chosen realities.
72. Integrate and balance all vibrational bodies at their new degree of clarity.
73. Identify and integrate all created part- or sub-personalities to achieve a state of
unified clarity and focus to reflect the new chosen realities.
74. Activate the levels of TAG clearing through the totality of this individual’s space.
75. I command that all systems hold 100% programmability for Wholeness.
76. I command that all Dragons in the parasympathetic and sympathetic nervous
systems be cleared with all the TAG clearing requests.
77. Eliminate all self-destruct control energy created from domination or other
distorted programming, i.e., tapes, crystals, devices, and contracts, no matter
how it was created. The PTO teams continue to protect and stabilize this
individual's energy fields.
78. Activate the energy system of vacuum and sump pump action to pull in all
energy being released for secured removal.
79. Dissolve all forms and process which are no longer needed or appropriately
reflective of the deep transformations and choices now made by this individual.
This session is sealed to continue this shift from this moment forward in the authority of
my presence as a Star family member in Female Bodysuit.
And so it is!
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